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Swami:  How was your day?  How much your process is running?  
Going smooth? Hello? Still which group is pending guys, Shiva 
Lingam process, Dwarkamai group?  How is London Group Monika 
T.?   
 
Monika T.: They seem to be doing very well Swami, very happy. 
 
Swami:  They are? You think so?   
 
Monika T.:  I didn't see all of them but the ones I saw were happy.  
 
Swami:  Yesterday where we are in the subject Clint?  Power object, 
power spot, soul object, personal mantra, personal process… 
 
Clint:  Then finally you said the student's only real job is to focus on 
our own personal process.  And if they truly focus only on their own 
personal process with inspiration, then it's the master's job to take 
care of the other four levels of importance:  Power Spot, Power Object 
Soul Object, Personal Mantra. 
 
Swami:  What is mean by Bhairavi Yogas Monika T.? 
 
Monika T.: My understanding, it's connecting to the Shiva energy 
especially.  Having to do with the union energy, with the male and 
female energy and especially in particular, the woman's energy and 
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how the woman's energy can really help to lift a man to 
enlightenment at the higher stages, and to show certain things 
through that union with pulling certain energies. 
 
Swami:  Is it true Clint? 
 
Clint:  Yes, it's involving the union energy.  It's involving a yoga with 
more than one person, interacting at the level of the soul. It does 
utilize the unique power of the creation point of the woman, the 
womb.   
 
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Clint:  It's a hidden, unknown knowledge on the planet.   
 
Swami:  Hidden?  Is it hidden Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:  Yes, that knowledge is not shared publicly. 
 
Swami: I'm thinking how to put this knowledge and concept in a 
beautiful way. But it's very sensitive and very important. It's very 
sensitive subject, but it's very important subject. But we'll see.    
 
I hope you understood yesterday, the few concepts what I told it, 
then another thing, the fastest, the most powerful karma what they 
used in the ancient day - the Mother's womb. The Mother's womb, 
every creation, every soul is linked with the Mother's womb. The 
whole karma is created by kama. Whole your take off, crash, anger, 
all blocks is from the kama. How to control the kama?  Where is it 
coming from? That's a big question mark, it's under investigation 
since hundreds of thousands of years, even the maharshis.   
 
Even Vishvamitra Maharshi who found Gayatri Mantra, who 
described, he meditated several hundreds of years, then finally he got 
tempted, then he attracted, then he made love to a beautiful woman, 
then he crashed - he lost all his energy.  Then, he wasn't allowed to 
reach his destiny to the heaven to the all, including, involved in the 
maharshis - they kicked him out. Then he discovered Gayatri Mantra.  
That mantra, he's the first person introduce in the planet.  Why he 
discovered the Gayatri Divine Mother, he manifested Her.  He pulled 
Her.  That one Gayatri Mantra is equal to the four Vedas.   
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You might see in your lifetime… be very open; I'm also open today.  
A man, he's seeing different types of many women. Does it make 
sense Clint?  Of course you're a doctor.  Whenever the man is having 
too many women, after one, two, three, four, five, after thousand 
women later, your soul will start to get disturbed - that's a spiritual 
law. That is? Spiritual law. Three times if you got heartbroken, you're 
pretty good dead is in you – your soul is pretty good dead.   
 
The Vishvamitra Maharshi, only one time he fell in love just for 
attraction.  Just he attracted, he opened his eyes, there's a beautiful 
woman dancing, that's a huge illusion hitted on him. He did the stuff 
- he lost it.  What he lost?   
 
So the kama energy to make it controlling, you really need the strong 
connection to the mother's womb. You're really mother's womb, even 
to the females and to the males - doesn't matter.  It's a union - you 
can't say either this or that.  How to win the mother's womb?  That's a 
big subject on the planet. If you again go back to the power spot, your 
soul come out, receives the energy, it will go back to the next 
incarnation.  If I drop my body, I go to my power spot, I relaxly stay 
there, then again whatever the decision comes, “Go back next 
lifetime, take in charge certain works.”   
 
When you're guys in your life are carrying lot of problems, lot of 
karmic actions, reactions, unbelievable bumpiness, it's linked with 
kama.  But there's a lot of saints, lot of maharshis, lot of gurus, what 
they put a standard law.  Many people, “Yes, you meditate like this 
way you'll get levitation. Be celibate, be a monk, be a sannyasi.”  
What is mean by sannyasi?  Let's go this way?  Brett? 
 
Brett: I believe it means not to be married, not to be with a woman at 
all.  
 
Swami:  Is it true Eric? 
 
Eric:  I think one time you said a true sannyasi is somebody who just 
focuses on their dharma - only thinking on the divine. They don't 
have to be celibate but they're always focusing on the divine. 
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Swami:  To be a celibate, how long, how far? Is it accessible in your 
soul, not doing a soul prostitution, Clint? If you understand this 
tGanesh, try to be open and loyal, then it's a big majority of your life 
is clear in spirituality.  Tobias, is celibate how much you really get 
success? 
 
Tobias:  As a westerner?   
 
Swami:  Any person.   
 
Tobias:  Not very far. Maybe for certain years you can be celibate, but 
your mind won't be celibate, you'll still have the desires. 
 
Swami: There is a law, celibacy, who really maintains that… for 
example Doug, I think he's meditating there near the fire.  He started 
his spirituality before I was born, before I came on the planet in a 
physical body. He did as a celibate tons of years and he followed… 
I'm not criticizing anyone's way of belief… and he's doing some 
interesting process for the levitation, whatever it's called.  He has to 
be celibate and he has to do this, do this, do this… What you get if 
you’re really celibate?  That's a question mark.  If you went too much 
with many, many whatever, then what you lose it or what you gain it 
Tobias?  If you're under celibacy for a while, no way you'll win it in 
the planet. In spirituality celibacy, one hundred percent celibate, 
forget it. Any master, any saint, any avatar, what my experience I 
didn't see they're celibate.  But if you've been too many crazy ways as 
a Krishna, then you need to pay a big bill - the bill of the responsible.  
 
Whenever you had a kind of connection, attraction, a thought, its 
very sensitive type of soul magnetism, for example Klaus seen a 
beautiful woman.  He had a thought, “Oh she's a beauty!”  For two, 
three days he's not able to sleep, eat, drink all the time his thoughts 
are flowing… Those thoughts are giving disturbance to that lady 
without her notice. You know what I'm saying? A person is going 
little bumpy and crazy, it means something is happening, somebody 
is too much thinking on you. For example, today on me, how many 
people in the globe are thinking on me, are having my picture, they're 
putting a flower or a candle they're doing a prayer or pranam?  How 
many people Clint?   
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Clint: Ten thousand. In India I don't know, in the West a few 
thousand.  In India there could be a hundred thousand in India, this 
whole district. 
 
Swami:  That much, a hundred thousand people every day they're 
looking at my picture and thinking on me, how I have to react?  
Whenever you're thinking on somebody very strongly, the energy 
automatically you'll feel something.  Without your notice you start to 
feel something, “Oh.”  This many people, how you really think you'll 
be up and down shaky? That's why you need to maintain the 
vibrations to the mother's womb.   
 
Each person, try to careful here my point.  Even you have three wives 
in your life - you disturbed three wives. Fourth wife you have. You 
left your two children, you walked away - you changed seven 
girlfriends. You changed seven boyfriends. You did funny stuff 
without knowing your husband and you're holding such type of 
crazy feelings and you're torturing your soul yourself. There's only 
one way to decharge that – to the mother's womb. It's completely the 
information… until you're able to maintain that your soul is bluzzing.   
 
I can't say the name, I saw one beautiful couple, the man is beauty 
handsome the woman is beauty. Somehow they got disconnected.  
The man fell in love with another woman. I watched it.  It's so painful 
to the woman. The man doesn't want to fall in love with another 
woman but he can't help it, but he fell in love.  What made you to fall 
in love, what energy bringing you to fall in love?  What is the reason?  
What made you to doing that?  It's not the karma there Gary. 
 
Gary:  Thank you so much Swami.   
 
Swami:  No problem.  What made the things to fall in love?  That fall 
in love we'll switch to the divine - how to handle that. 
 
Gary: Well in my personal experience it came from some place, it 
came from the divine.  I put it in Baba's hands to see what was really 
there and true love is there. There was no less love for Victoria, but 
something was there that was like nothing I ever experienced before.  
Something that I didn't know about love, something happened in my 
energy.   
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Swami:  Ok thank you.  What is that something Clint? 
 
Clint:  The desire for unity. 
 
Swami: That's attraction.  I didn't believe that.   
 
Clint:  Well it's union with something beyond this creation, but we're 
in an illusion.  But we have a desire for union with God with union 
with the truth. 
 
Swami: Don’t divert the subject - you're going against. What is 
something he didn't feel, he lost that then he found something, some 
place some energy.  What is that something?  As a senior student I'm 
asking?  You know what I'm saying?  Hello?  I hope the GSimonens 
can understand my English.  It's really helpful to you guys especially.   
 
Clint:  Love.   
 
Swami:  Do you want to tell, Kristin?  Then you're problem is solved, 
your spirituality pretty good you jumped.   
 
Kristin: I think he found in Monika T., the mother's womb again, that 
energy that you also connect with always. 
 
Swami:  Something close, try. 
 
Kristin: I think we all want go back to the Mother and finally we will 
go to the mother's womb back.  And so Monika T. created a lot of that 
energy inside herself. And somehow it was not as much of the 
attraction to her as a person; it was more to the energy or to what the 
mother's womb would pull you towards. I don't know how to put it 
in words Swami. 
 
Swami:  That's also I'm breaking my head to put in words.  It's very 
interesting subject and sensitive subject. For example, let's say… we'll 
go this direction… Panchali, she has five husbands. Krishna 
supported that. Why he supported a woman with five husbands?  
What is inner mechanism?  Finally they all crashed.  The energy did 
not accept it. Even Krishna, he married, whatever the funny stuff, 
finally he crashed. He crashed. He's not a successful guy, no way. 
Krishna is not a successful guy, but he has a lot of abilities and lot of 
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stamina. Just because of accepting to involve in different funny 
wombs, then your soul doesn't know which place you can really be 
there.  If you take the Pandavas, the five guys, they're never happy in 
their life even though they look happy, but all difficulties.   
 
Let's put it this way, Ravanasura, he's one million times more 
powerful than the Rama. He has amazing access directly to Shiva.  
One time he's with a beautiful prostitute. On the day it's the Guru 
Purnima Full Moon.  He has to do some process to the Shiva.  I think 
I told this.  He woke up at midnight he can't find any Shiva Lingam 
structure.  He's really breaking his head, the time is running out, then 
he looked at her, she's sleeping. Then he saw her breast as a Shiva 
lingam.  He went. He took the flowers, keeps doing.  He's looking at 
her breast, that's Shiva.  He has such a great strong devotion on the 
Shiva.  Put it that way, one part good… he's nice guy one part, he did 
good process, whatever his process, good. Then he had another 
thought, to take Sita in his life.  Forcely he wants to take Sita's womb 
in his life - it's not the kama.  Sita's womb in his life, he wants to 
command her womb. Whole his kingdom, his life crashed. He's the 
man of powers. He can change the Sita's mind like that. He can't 
change the womb energy with any powers, zero chance unless the 
heart is open there.   
 
Some people, the wife and husband, you're doing your samsara, your 
normal life.  His heart is closed, her heart is closed, but they have to 
live together - that's straight prostitution.  Some corner you need to 
find the way to open your hearts, the womb chakras, to acceptable to 
receive the mother's energy to be open again. You understand?  No, 
the faces is like that everybody…  Simone you understand? 
 
Simone:  Partially, not completely. 
 
Swami:  Number one, the disturbances you receive when you really 
played with funny wombs. Even females thinking, “What about us 
when we involved many men?”  It's the same.  When you disturbed 
your own crazy way, you can't suck the energy, you can't keep the 
positive vibrations in your body, you can't be a strong healer, you 
can't get experiences for certain abilities - zero chance.   
 
Another thing, whatever I told, Bhairavi Yogas, Saraswati, she is the 
prostitute but it's not her nature to be prostitute. The real prostitute is 
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always eligible to reach any enlightenment stages, the real prostitute.  
She don't care about any feelings there, she or he, majority she. That's 
why the Jains, the Gomateshwara, you seen the Gomateshwara 
pictures? They're completely that whole religion it's before 
Buddhism.  You can see all the way in our Northeast the gopuram, 
the next there is a Gomateshwara Temple.  It's several thousands of 
years back. They are completely naked. They worship a naked 
person.  What is the inner mechanism, Monika T.? 
 
Monika T.:  If somebody is completely naked like that, there really is 
no kama energy. When someone walks around naked all the time 
there's really no kama energy. 
 
Swami:  Is it true Simone? 
 
Simone:  I didn't understand that.  We can't hear it also.   
 
Swami:  That's a good answer.  Is it true Sabeena? 
 
Sabeena:  I'm not sure about it.  (Cant' hear the rest)   
 
Swami:  Eric?  What is the inner mechanism? They're all time naked, 
and they worship the naked person. 
 
Eric: I think, one part, they're showing that sexuality is not important 
to them and they're staying in that is also maybe as a pure child.  A 
naked child like from the mother, it's not sexual.   
 
Swami: I'll give the channel today to make your soul naked. You only 
have the feeling whoever your womb… it's called, again I'm going to 
like a soul mate.  How many women you love in your life?   
 
Student: Six   
 
Swami:  That's all?  Not this year.  
 
Student:  Six and a half. 
 
Swami:  What's that half, Tobias?  
 
Tobias:  Three. 
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Swami:  Eric?   
 
Eric:  That I really loved? That I actually loved was five. 
 
Swami:  Martin? 
 
Martin:   Three.   
 
Swami:  I don't believe that.   
 
Martin:  Three women I really loved.   
 
Swami:  How many women you been with in your life?   
 
Martin:  You know with how many hours together?  I have very deep 
heart feelings to two women before and now with my wife. 
 
Swami:  Of course, your wife is here you can't talk openly, that's a big 
problem.  Clint?  
 
Clint: Six. 
 
Swami:  It's not convincing me. Nobody's answer is convincing me.  
Course when I saw the women's list and the man's list, when we 
burned the coconuts, that Shenishwara process what you done guys, 
that's majority…   
 
Whenever you disturb somebody's heart or their soul, you're 
responsible karmically all angles to take care of that soul. Or you 
should not get hurt yourself to your womb chakra, to keep it strong 
and powerful. You see somebody like very soft and they're very 
powerful because of their womb chakra such a powerful. All the 
kama energy is raising up and giving you the disturbance. It's not 
having the energy in the womb chakra.   
 
What I'm going to draw, the womb chakra tonight and I really 
recommend that every person should learn that womb chakra.  Every 
Full Moon timing you're drawing that on a piece of paper, then 
you're burning that. Somewhere in front of a fire, sitting near a fire, 
drawing it and burning it. The fire element will make accessible to 
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your womb, that prayers, that mantra to keep you healthy rest of 
your life, not to giving any disturbances. Even whatever you done so 
far, it also takes cares it. Many people I already took care.  The womb 
chakra needs protection.  
 
For example, if your womb chakra is very strong, even though 
somebody is your best friend's wife, you want her, you can change 
her mind because your womb chakra is very strong. When you 
change her mind, when you pull her in your life, then you destroy.  
There's one channel, but I don’t want to release that channel until the 
right time comes. But so far to get the protection, you need it.  How 
much you clarity guys what I'm talking?  Any questions?  Go ahead? 
 
Student:  I'm confused how a man has a womb chakra? 
 
Swami: You went six women - that's six wombs, that's yours you 
disturbed.  If a woman thirty men, thirty times she gets disturbed her 
own womb energy.  Then it's big thirty walls you need to break down 
to see what is the next there.  If you totally be a celibate, your mind is 
zero. You never, ever get any experience in your life. There's a law, 
“Who didn't have the union energy, then impossible to take off in the 
enlightenment stages.”  You understand?   
 
Student:  It only concerns partners or also your own mother who 
gave birth to you? 
 
Swami:  Only partners, but we'll go later the depth with mother's 
womb, then the real Mother, Mother Divine.   
 
Hassan:  Does it matter how you've been separated with your wife or 
just the contact? 
 
Swami: You been one girlfriend, it's good, another girlfriend is there 
again you love her.  The two wombs you badly love it, but you want 
to stick on with another womb, then the two wombs is driving you 
crazy - to where you need to go? At a certain point, you have to 
choose one womb, isn't it, Clint?   
 
Clint: Yes Swami.   
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Swami:  At the time this yantra will help you to cut off one womb.  
Whatever I'm going to release the information. You been twenty 
wombs disturbed in your life.  You don't know what's really going on 
in your life. You completely gave up. You're sixty years old, you 
didn't get married, why? There's three reasons: one, you don’t' 
believe the woman. Two, you don't believe on yourself. Three, you 
don’t like the woman energy.   
 
The beginning stage, if it comes to my personal life we'll discuss 
tomorrow, it's very interesting angles. But how purity if you keep 
your womb chakra, the concept is by Guru Purnima, the Full Moon 
timing, I want to make prove two, three things how the energy we'll 
demonstrate here, or in the Jesus Temple one or two experiments. It 
will blow up each person's mind it will really blow up.   
 
The whole creation is there.  A creation is keeping in you - you don't 
need to be for another creation.  That's why Vishvamitra Maharshi, 
he lost his energy for crazy unnecessary way, then again he 
meditated, then he manifested the Mother Divine.  Yes, you can 
manifest a physical body.  You can manifest a Shiva lingam.  You can 
manifest from sand to sugar.  You can manifest from a statue to 
another shiva lingam.  You can make it produce from one power 
object to anther power object.  You can make distance healing from 
here to any person anywhere in the planet… any country, any city, 
any town - you can switch their mind.  Yes, the channels is there, 
possibilities is there.  It's only possible depending how pure womb 
energy you're carrying.   
 
How you need to protect your womb chakra? You got super crazy 
disease.  Health disease means you got disturbed womb chakra. A 
snakebite has happened. You need to heal, just go hit the womb 
chakra.  A person ten times got heartbroken - hit the womb chakra.  
The creation chakra that is, hit it make it again fresh.  Now is it clear?   
 
So whatever, the whole the energy is the kama energy, hidden 
creation in your womb to changing it in a positive way. That's the 
process. The Big Boss Baba, whenever he sees the soma… What I got 
experience with him, he's very pretty open person, very open person.  
One time a prostitute visited him. She had a huge infection in her 
womb place.  She came, “Baba please take care.”  She's a prostitute, 
hundreds of devotees of Baba sitting, and he's taking the ash and 
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cleaning, and he's making like a decharging there through the ash.  
He's giving the treatment.   
 
A leprosy person, they kicked the leprosy person on the day. They 
had crazy feeling they, leprosy person, they should not touch them.  
Baba carried the leprosy person in his arms, and first time he put him 
in the Dwarkamai. On the day he lit his fire with his supernatural 
energy. Then he saw his womb chakra energy from many, many 
lifetimes what crazy, crazy souls he done - how many souls he really 
damaged. And he's suffering today like this way. He paid his bill.  
Finally he's here. Then he made him to get relief. Not only you 
interacted with your bodies, at the same time how you really 
interacted with somebody's life, that also a part of affects to your own 
womb chakra. Then you need to pay the bill. You have to pay the bill.   
 
The Jesus Christ, what he had the commitment with the Real Mother, 
he wants to bring the real information on the planet, he wants to 
know the life and death.  No matter what, he wants to know life and 
death. Then she asked, “Do you really want to know the life and 
death? Want to know all the information to get what exists in the 
planet?”  That's not a joke, the information to bring in the planet, the 
supernatural information - that's not a joke.  He made a deal to Her, 
“Ok you can do anything to me. I want that.” Then finally in the 
nature, the cosmic he's responsible for millions of people on the days, 
for the information to come out to experience it. He really suffered for 
us - that's the truth.  He accepted the Kandhana Yoga.  On the day he 
went on his suffering, but it's not suffering, he's enjoying the 
suffering as a beautiful way.   
 
If you feel, “Oh my God Swami, I have heartbreak.” It's not 
heartbreak, that's some bliss you received that way. Even that 
bitterness, try to accept. Why you feel it's a pain? Why can't you think 
that's happiness?  Simone you understand this? 
 
Simone:  Yes, now I understand. 
 
Swami:  Now you can hear it, so accept that way.  So the Jesus, he 
admitted, then he suffered. Somehow it's dragging too much time… 
two thousand years is over, the clock is like that, now his time is 
coming. There is tons of Jesus' coming back - that's a golden 
statement of the globe.  Demonstrate as equal what he really did it, 
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more than what he really did it in the planet. It's coming very soon 
the big powerful time. It's only possible… that's my huge mission 
and how we call that… waiting, waiting, waiting until you're really 
understanding me and I'm really understanding you, to bring you to 
a certain stage in a beautiful way.   
 
To me, I don't even know how to type the computer… I'm very 
serious. I don't even know to give the SMS. They brings very 
beautiful phones to me.  If I lost a 'missed a call,' I don't know how to 
go to get that 'missed a call,' then I have to ask Terry, “Somebody 
called. Can you see who is that missed call?”  My mind doesn’t want 
to go that way. Otherwise if I really learn, it's not a big deal to me, 
few months if I really sit, I can straight email and communicate with 
you, but I don't want that. Just whenever… everyday I sit six hours in 
my office. Don't ask what I do, not on the phone. I play one song 
almost five, six hours, the song keeps running then I keep thinking, 
going all the scripts, scripts, just feeding it back, feeding it back.  
Even though my wife is little bit screaming, “What are you doing, 
you sleepy… go and sleep.” If she's really little bit crazy, I put her in 
the trance, 'Sleep.'  Even though I put the huge volume up - done.  
Sorry, it's not a crime but there's a job to do.  
 
Whenever I'm working sometimes the Terry and Thomas they come.  
If I ask a little question to Thomas, “How our cars is working, any 
cars need to go repair?”  I need like one or two sentence answer.  If it 
takes that auspicious time ten twenty minutes…. last night he's 
talking five minutes time, he's still talking, after ten minutes, “Go and 
relax.”    
 
The point is, maintain your vibrations.  Maintain your womb chakra.  
Try to think, you have some dharma, you have some duty in the 
planet - don't die like an animal.  There's no use if you die like an 
animal. Don't get sickness for crazy stuff. What you did for your 
actions, you will receive reactions. You are responsible for all your 
activities, even you notice or without your notice, whatever you do it 
will come back with interest.  I keep saying it.   
 
Even Jesus Christ he admitted with Mother Divine, he suffered for us 
guys. He made a deal with Her. She's fulfilling the deal. If you got 
again confused, like on the day his students - you're lost, you're really 
lost.  Once if you're really lost, I really can't come back to you to pick 
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up.  I don’t want to waste my time. Try to think. I'm very serious. I 
don't want to keep you as a prisoner here, like you don’t know what 
you're doing. So try to also be aware what Swami's doing and 
making teaching here.  I don't have any bad intention to put you in a 
wrong direction to keep go, no way.  No way!  So, any questions? 
 
Luzia:  Kama chakra and womb chakra is it same? 
 
Swami: Womb chakra is completely different. It's beyond all chakras.  
 
Luzia: To make your womb chakra strong, you said we can have 
abilities and powers, but does it also increase your Brahma 
Consciousness? 
 
Swami:  If it is strong that is everything.  If it is strong, done.   
 
Lora:  Swami, can you talk about… you said about heartbreak, two 
times after I connected Mother Divine, I had heartbreak.  And I think 
also there's a mechanism that connects to the Divine. Can you talk 
about that? 
 
Swami: Try to command on the womb chakra then you really can 
take care of your heartbreaks.  Just simply I told it, “If you feel it's a 
heartbreak…” you are a spiritual person, you are the person to give 
the light to somebody. If you're in the dark how can you give the 
light to somebody?   
 
Lora:  But you said that Jesus felt the pain. 
 
Swami: He had a DEAL with Her – he had a deal, “I want this, I want 
this.”  She asked that.  I, even now, several times, I've given my flesh, 
the blood. One time I'm driving the car, my leg little numbness, I 
have to put the brake immediately.  My leg is super sleepy, suffer, 
super suffer. But it's no need to do that way. I made the deal like that.  
To this Guru Purnima I'm finding my way, which angle to making 
your souls to come up to connect it. Even you don't want to do 
certain works, the divine energy will use you for the good works, 
made in you the good knowledge, good hobbies, good habits, to do 
you in a good way.   
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Two days back I had a thought, “I want a motorbike to little bit 
drive.”  Then I asked my staff, “Why can't I drive a motorbike?” Ten 
years back, almost all, I drove a motorbike.  Then they delivered it 
last night at 2:30 a.m. I started my motorbike then I went to… near 
the security guys.  They're watching, they're all laughing.  I can't go 
in the village to the movie and the hotel and just sit and… that life is 
gone. You know what I'm saying? Swami's life is this mandir, this 
four walls, this compound.   
 
Of course I love to travel and see.  Even if I come to America I never 
go for sightseeing. What is the use, my body, just to go for the 
sightseeing?  First time I took a vacation, even London program last 
time, three days my wife forcely took it, “Ok, let's go.” Did little 
shopping here and there then again I gave my program, came back.  
So once if you made your deal, your commitments - do or die, you 
want to do this, you want to do this, wait for opportunity - it will 
come, it has to come.  If you walk one step toward the Baba he walks 
nine steps towards to you. Because the law is changing it's coming 
very easier.  It's very coming very easier.   
 
So tonight or sometime draw that chakra here.  In your life, no matter 
what - you should learn that yantra. It's not that complicated - it's 
important. Chant the mantra 108 times every Full Moon and drawing 
the yantra on a piece of paper in front of a candle, just you're burning 
it. And also you can keep one on a silver sheet in your room.  
Whenever you're looking at that, automatically whenever you're 
chanting that, you're kama energy is getting less… not in a negative 
way, not going in the wrong direction, like Ravanasura. Tobias you 
understand?  Any questions?   
 
Student: How do we know the purpose of our life and our connection 
with you? 
 
Swami:  I don't know.  What do you think? 
 
Student: I'm trying to find out, and I thought you might be able to 
help.   
 
Swami: If you want to know me, you'll know me. It's not a big 
problem. It's easy. But if you want to know yourself - that's a big deal.  
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I'm a mirror - whatever you put in front of I'll show that.  I'm a 
mirror.   
 
Clint: It sounds like you can heal heartbreak, physical disease, 
anything… karmas, whatever problems in their lives through healing 
their womb chakra?  How do you do that?   
 
Swami:  After you learn that yantra then I'll give clarifications on it.  
It's simple.  But I never ever go all the time to the womb chakra.  Just 
my thoughts on different chakras on each different person, whenever 
I want to do something I take your personal mantra, I switch it, I add 
my personal mantra, take it.  Lothar? 
 
Lothar:  Does the womb chakra have anything to do with the nada 
bindu?  Is there a connection? 
 
Swami:  No.  
 
Chinello:  Does the womb chakra have anything to do with the three 
gunas?  Is that the beginning of the three gunas?   
 
Swami:  No.  The womb chakra is coming from many lifetimes what 
you're carrying with you, that energy, what we call...   
 
Student: (Translated by Roman) Before she was married, and then 
they separated and now she's alone. And is good for her energy to 
continue to stay alone, not marrying again, just staying alone? 
 
Swami:  It's up to you.  It's up to you.   
 
Student: Is there an influence to the womb chakra if you give birth to 
a child? 
 
Swami:  Yes. Yes. What I'm going to write, the Jesus book, that's one 
of major subjects.  In coming days, if they'll get proof - any pregnant 
lady they'll love to do that prayer. By birth the child will come very 
strong with high purification. If you know the Bhakta Prahlada, the 
ancient story the Narada taught about Lord Vishnu whenever the 
baby was in the womb… The mother can train the baby whenever 
she's carrying it.  She can talk after 101 days to the soul. Even here 
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this Guru Purnima one or two people can pull somebody's soul, you 
can talk, you can send back.  We'll see some experiment.   
 
Luzia:  To pull the soul out in order to talk to it, do you need the 
womb chakra energy? 
 
Swami:  Where is the soul in your body? 
 
Luzia:  In the blood or the heart. 
 
Swami:  Thanks.  Clint, where is the soul in your body? 
 
Clint:  You've said different answers to that, different times.  
 
Swami:  Thanks. Try.   
 
Clint:  It's not all in the body. The soul is a link. It's not just here, but 
it's everywhere, each part of our body is connected to our soul.  
There's doorways in our body which are more easily accessing to our 
soul - nine doorways.   
 
Swami:  So what is your answer?  Give me straight in one line. Where 
is the soul in your body? Where it stays at least majority in your 
body?  Daniella? 
 
Daniella:  I don't know.   
 
Aghni:  In the womb chakra? 
 
Swami:  Aghni, if you put all colors in one box, in one paint - what 
color you get finally? 
 
Aghni:  Grey.   
 
Swami:  What?  White.   
 
Aghni:  Color, yes that's true.   
 
Swami:  Stop, not any more you painting. Why Shiva is holding the 
third-eye?  Why he needs the third-eye?  Is he really having a third- 
eye? This Guru Purnima is Womb Chakra Process. By next Shiva 
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Ratri what I'm giving, the third-eye – creating your third-eye. That's 
the top high-level students creating third-eye.  You really can see the 
third-eye.  I'm not joking.   
 
Chinello:  I'm still trying to understand the inner mechanism of the 
womb chakra. If it's not the nada bindu, and it's not the three gunas… 
I'm really trying to understand what is the inner mechanism of the 
womb chakra, how it can heal any illness. You said it can do the 
distance healing. How can it take care of all that, if it's working 
within the illusion, with the creation energy? I'm trying to 
understand that mechanism. 
 
Swami:  You're here for university isn't it?   
 
Chinello:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  It takes time.  It takes time.   
 
Hassan:  Can we use the chakra and mantra also outside of the Full 
Moon time?   
 
Swami:  Yes.  Yes.   
 
Student:  I'm going to the Vishvamitra story, you said he crashed and 
at the same time... 
 
Swami:  He crashed then he created it. He refixed it. Do you think 
you guys all got success?  Clint? 
 
Clint:  No, not yet.  
 
Swami:  Pretty good you got success. If you made your soul object 
means done, you succeed. But fixing your womb chakra, creating 
your Trineytra third-eye - done. Done. Then doing some experiments.  
Then using that energy in a step-by-step smooth way in the planet.   
 
You think Swami's life since ten years until to now, Swami ever took 
a week for myself?  You can take a counting the days, ok every 
month he's gone, ok for one week not being responsible?  I'm on my 
duty with a hundred percent dedicated to doing it.  I got the clarity 
I'm doing on it.  I'm enjoying the bliss in it.  You think the bliss is, 
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“Oh no, I need to go Greece.  Oh no, I need to go Paris.  Oh no, I need 
to Himalayas.”   
 
I went to Himalayas too, what is there?  I have some experience.  I 
went to the crazy graveyards, I met with the aghoras, ghoras who 
was really sitting using the dead bodies, fire, making the chappati 
eating it, having unbelievable abilities. I went to Pashupatinath in 
Nepal, they're taking the dead person's ash they're putting it on the 
Shiva lingam and doing the abhishek. Then I looked at that, “Ok.”  In 
Tirupati I sat couple hours in front of Lord Venkateshwara, Balaji, all 
diamonds and jewelries from his feet all to his crown, couple hours.  
They won't even allow you to stand few seconds. I got special 
permission then I sat, kept observing him noticing what is his energy. 
Millions of people they're pushing them, and I'm observing what is 
there.   
 
I seen this planet, this planet, but only certain things I need to do to 
create you guys strong levels.  But it's very nice like for the majority 
people, to come and go, and one-year study, that helps you.  I really 
put you like a kind of sugar cane to get the juice out. Believe me it 
will be really tough, just you are on the job.  Every week there's a test, 
test, written test, questions and answers, sitting with me in lawn 
having a party, then teaching. Then I have my own peaceful time.   
Ok?   
 
Monika B.:  So we can see your soul object? 
 
Swami: What?  If you want to come back tonight when I'm drawing 
the womb chakra, I'm thinking to draw it late night, very peaceful 
mind. Because I don’t want to do any small tiny mistake there, taking 
the Palm Leaf Books, watch it. If you quietly sitting and drawing it, 
no problem, I said whenever I'm quiet and calm…  When I'll become 
quiet and calm Thomas?   
 
Thomas:  I would say probably about five or… 
 
Swami:  I think by 12:30 I start.  It takes one to one and a half hours to 
really fix it.  You can come tomorrow and draw that. 
 
Martin:  What is the special link between the womb chakra and the 
soul in a person? 
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Swami:  We'll talk tomorrow that. 
 
Roman:  Why Jesus have to pay with pain? Did he take Her pain? 
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Roman:  Jesus made a deal with Mother to get the Mother and he had 
to suffer the pain was the payment.  It was the payment to take Her 
pain?  
 
Swami:  To take Her pain? 
 
Roman:  Yes, what is the sense he took Her pain? 
 
Swami:  No, he wants… you're not understanding the concept.  He 
wants to bring the knowledge to the planet to make it available. The 
ancient knowledge he wants to bring it. Even if you read the Vedas, 
Atharva Veda, completely all miracles, all supernatural techniques, all 
the yantra, mantras, tantras, ghora, aghoras is there. Out of four 
Vedas one Veda is there. What we're carrying, it's a hundred percent 
crystal clear, the evidence of the ancient palm leaf information. It's 
not your Swami's own masala.  It's not my masala, no way.  I begged, 
I tried, I screamed on some of my students to learn Telugu. I got 
failure.  They learned little bit but not really clearly… since years.  It 
needs self-discipline - you want to know it, you'll know it. The 
inspiration.  Years I tried.  I put tons of books in front of them, “Look 
at these things, try to carry in the globe.” You don't need to talk about 
me, talk about this information to share in the planet - that's it.  
Whole spiritual belief system will change in a beautiful way.   
 
Shirdi Sai Baba is just one hundred years, one hundred and fifty 
years back. Jesus Christ is two thousand years. That's very young.  
Jesus Christ is just a saint. What he did the sadhana? Clint, this 
century you're doing certain process.  After one thousand years later 
still the people need to have access to what you did.  One thousand 
years later you need to give your own style of method to receive the 
things.  That also it comes clarity.  Where is the clarity right now even 
in the Buddhism, or Christianism, any religion to giving the 
processes, all the stuff, where it is? They found anywhere? So to 
worshipping a saint, no problem. Yes, Jesus is a big soul, amazing 
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abilities, amazing characters he's carrying, whatever it is.  Baba he's 
carrying amazing powers, abilities, lot of love… How he got it? Why 
you didn’t get it? How to reach that stage?  That's it. 
 
Student:  When we make a deal with Baba or Mother Divine, is there 
a guideline so we can make the perfect judgment to what we need to 
offer to receive what we're asking for? 
 
Swami: I made a deal myself, “In my life at least I'll prepare one 
student as a powerful like a Jesus, more than Jesus.”  So far I made 
several dozens… couple dozens of people. But I didn't release the pin 
number yet.  I cooked the beautiful dahl.  I didn’t put the salt yet, to 
make it taste good. See the point, it's up to you what you want to 
make a deal. Some people, after you learn some knowledge and stuff, 
you go for name, fame, money - that's why I gave indirect answer, 
somebody offered me a half million dollars, I gave it away. I'm not 
here for money.  No.  But I'll take what I did hard work for you. That 
is Datta character. If I help you, ok I'm charging you this, karmically 
making balancing it.  Then I know what to do with that.  Then I give 
it away or throw it away, I use it.  It's not fair to asking? Brahma?   
 
Brahma:  It's fair.   
 
Swami:  Why it is fair?   
 
Brahma:  Because you're working for my soul, for my enlightenment 
and I should be giving in return.   
 
Swami:  Is it really necessary for me to receive Ganesh?   
 
Ganesh:  No, I don't think so.  You don't need it.  You know how to 
get money in other ways.  Maybe I can tell you're smart enough to get 
money yourself.   
 
Swami:  What do you mean? 
 
Ganesh:  I think you can get anything you want. You're also a very 
good businessman if you want. You hate, probably, but you can do it.   
 
Swami:  Do you think I'm good businessman Clint? 
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Clint:  Well at the level of karmas you're an expert. But absolutely it's 
necessary Swami. It's all about balance. Everything is perfectly 
balanced. If you're giving something, then if that's not balanced it's 
still owed.  Then with anything we owe we carry from other lifetimes 
the interest is there, so that's the value that we received. We have to 
absolutely balance what we receive.   
 
Swami:  You're right.  Even to me, whenever I asked the help to the 
Baba, I made a deal, “To any person something I'm doing, hey 
cooperate, I'm giving you this.”  He don't need it, but whatever the 
form, “Ok, I give ten kilos of chappatis, two thousand rotis, one 
hundred liters of milk, thirty cows, beautiful silver chair… on the 
spot whatever comes I'm giving you.”  
 
One time I went to Shirdi.  I want to give something to him. On the 
day I have beautiful jewelries on my neck. Who is there with me, 
guys?  How much jewelry I threw in his hundi? 
 
Clint:  Three or four necklaces, all your rings and everything in your 
pocket.   
 
Swami:  Just he took everything.  One chain did not go through.  I'm 
trying to push it to go. I'm looking at his statue, “Just go.” Finally I 
made it go.” The heart is open there, just I want to give it. Give it.  
Even if I'm not giving it, if I had the thought, “I want to give it,” but I 
kept it, I will lose it.  I will?  Lose it.  It's the truth. You will experience 
that very soon. I hope you already got experience. If you had a 
thought, “Ok, I want to give this,” not giving it and you're holding it 
– svaha.  Different angles you'll lose it.   
 
So think it's too late to His arthi.  So tonight if you come free and 
relaxed - don't disturb me.  Then after the yantra, tomorrow you have 
to by 3:30 make sure everybody have on a piece of paper, then you'll 
understand.  By tomorrow, no matter what the time is, late night the 
womb chakra, the mechanisms, how to take care of that, we'll finish 
that.  Ok? Thank you.    
 
 

End of Talk 


